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Presentation Notes
Then named Worcester Area Institute for Learning in Retirement (WAILR), WISE offered its first courses in 1993. Courses are academically-oriented, rather than hands-on. Instructors are often retired faculty from Worcester area colleges and universities. Courses are 90 minutes long, generally for five weeks, although a few will run for 10 weeks. No exams, but many courses have required reading. In the 2019-2020, we scheduled more than 80 courses.
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When the March lockdown came, we were no longer allowed on the Assumption campus. We cancelled classes for the remainder of the academic year. By the end of the month, we scheduled 25 one-hour online presentations, titled Conversations with Instructors. Three days a week for April and May. Our new director, Monica Gow, started on June 1. We scheduled nine summer courses to be held in June and July, using three Zoom Pro licenses we obtained from Assumption.
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We held and continue to hold Zoom Coffee Breaks on Monday mornings, giving members, instructors, and support folks a chance to become more comfortable with Zoom. 
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Zoom licenses1 – Zoom Pro license from yours truly3 – Zoom licenses from Assumption University for two months20 – Zoom education licenses, giving us access to our Zoom portal, dashboard, and APIEmails Emails with daily reminders of Zoom linksEmails with Zoom links upon registrationResult: People receive three emails per day and click the right link at the wrong time or the wrong link at the right timePeople can’t find the email(s).



zm -h
-d Download recordings
-n "Add note to the start of the report page. Must be quoted string"
-r Zoom recording type

Courses
Events
Committee
Training

-S Simplified output to allow us to use the data in a spreadsheet.
-P Get course participation stats
-t Zoom meeting type

Courses
Committees
Committees
Events
Clubs
SIG
Group

-n Don't initialize, i.e., don't delete contents of ~/tmp/zoom
-h Print help and exit
-v Set verbose mode
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One bash script to do most of the work, creating lists of links for upcoming meetings and past recordings. We also fetch details about attendees which we use to provide some anonymized maps and device reports.In addition, the APIs for Zoom and Wild Apricot (our membership management and registration service), I used:Jq – command-line JSON parsergawk – GNU awkssconvert – Creates xlsx files from csv, tsv. Part of the gnumeric packagecsvkit – Slices and dice csv filesdatamash – Handy GNU tool for reporting on tabular dataFree IP Geolocation API [Link] because the Zoom API only shows city location, not state or province. (Hello, Springfield)Other scriptsCreate Zoom sessions for courses and other meetings (non-sequential recurring meetings have to be tweaked by hand)Mung course evaluations that are created in Google Forms and exported into csv. Managing lengthy comments, including line breaks, within a CSV file is, um, interesting.TODO:Link course registration with Zoom session attendance.Possibly moving to zsh or python for Mac compatibilityOther plans for course registration and membership management which make content management easierEasier ways of managing Zoom links for members
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Pages o’ links for Courses, Recordings, Events, and meetings for committees, clubs, and SIGsNo Zoom links published on an open website. All links are on members-only pages or shared to guest via email.
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Richard Schmitt -  93, teaching a 10-week course on growing oldMartha C. routinely bringing more than 100 students to her classesJack Ross – teaching courses on law while visiting with his 90 y/o father in MichiganYours truly teaching a course on the history of Chess Records using music and Zoom’s new video player (YouTube-dL)Movie clipsBreakout rooms We are now offering 15-16 courses each of four sessions and 10 in the summer.



• Mute yourself when you're not speaking
• Use the Raise hand icon to ask a question or make a comment 
• Use Chat to send a message to the group or an individual

If you would like to know more about these and other features of Zoom, 
join us at the Zoom Coffee Break on Mondays at 9AM. Details on the WISE 
website.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screensharing limited to hosts and co-hostsAll classes have a host and a class assistantAll participants are generally muted during classMay unmute themselvesHost and class assistant monitor class and mute people as neededAttendees are encouraged to use Chat and Raise Hand features to ask questions and make comments.
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A former VP of Engineering used to make us write weekly reports with the categories. (This was before Agile.): Planned and accomplishedPlanned and not accomplishedPlansI always added a fourth category: Unplanned and accomplished.For WISE, the unplanned included:Attend classes from anywhere you could get an Internet connectionRecordingsUse your own devicesOur 350 members come from nearly 80 communities, most in Massachusetts, but with the availability of online courses, from locations in many states and one Canadian province. In the fall, we are adding instructors who will teach their courses from Maryland and Montana.We use https://freegeoip.app to identify locations. (The Zoom API only provides a city name, which isn’t helpful if the city is, for example, Springfield or Morrison).
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Recordings were an unexpectedly popular feature, allowing people to miss a class and catch up. Zoom doesn’t give a programmatic way to retrieve viewing statistics; you must go to each recording page and see what they have. Viewings are fewer than 10 per session, but important to those 10 people.



A significant number of WISE members use their iPads and smartphones
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Zoom provides device information only for people who are including in a domain’s account. There are two ways around this issue:Add everyone’s email to our Zoom account as basic members. This, however, could clobber any Zoom account they have.Build a table of Zoom client versions and do a lookup in this table for each attendee. Tedious, but safer. SMOC.A related issue: people don’t, as a rule, update their Zoom clients unless they have to. When Zoom introduces a UI change, we explain that the Raise Hand icon may be in one place or another. 
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The Zoom Dashboard and related API calls give us insights into attendees' technical issues. Issues tended to be grouped into several categories:Bandwidth – reliability more than raw speedHardware issues – underpowered devices, particularly old ChromebooksZoom UI issues – location of key features on screen and mobileOS UI issues – Where’d my Zoom window go?
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Rev was the best option for captioning but had issues. Only the meeting originator could use the Rev license. Often, the live captions arrived in bursts, which became very distracting.The captions appeared in the recordings, often blocking content at the bottom of the screen.The captions appeared on mobile devices with no apparent way to disable the captioning. We record in Speaker view. This assists with lip-reading, even when screen-sharing. The Zoom transcript is as good as Rev’s and is included with each recording. Photo credit: Philadelphia Inquirer, MICHAEL BRYANT / Staff Photographer

https://cloudfront-us-east-1.images.arcpublishing.com/pmn/JEHUOL7VCZAFRKGKT65Y6EOPAM.jpg
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Recently, Zoom enabled their own, built-in live transcript service. Once set up for the account, each attendee can choose to have the captioning displayed.



Teaching in a Physically Distanced Classroom (Wake Forest University)
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When we’re able to return to campus for in-person classes, we will continue to offer online courses.Hy-Flex – Assumption’s model for Zoom Room instruction with both local and remote studentsOnline onlyConsiderationsWe have instructors from outside central MassachusettsDistancing requirements will limit the number of people who can attend in-person classes. This will also complicate our registration process. (Register for online-only, in-person-only, prefer in-person and go on waitlist, prefer in-person but online is okIf instructors will continue to wear masks while teaching in-person classes, people with hearing difficulties will not be able to lip-read either in the classroom or online. 

https://cat.wfu.edu/2020/08/teaching-in-a-physically-distanced-classroom/
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